
Language in Use - Tattoos

Practise your English skills. Here we talk about tattoos!

 
I _________ been thinking about getting a tattoo for quite a while now.
     had
     was
     have

 
Mum: Please don't get a tattoo just yet! Mum asked me _________ to get a tattoo just yet.
     don't
     doesn't
     not

 
Dad says ______________ a tattoo is like getting married.
Insert the right form of "get"
 

 
Yesterday, Mum and I ______________ to talk about her concerns with a tattoo artist.
Insert the right form of "agree"
 

 
The tattoo artist was _________ explaining us everything about getting a tattoo.
     kindly
     kindily
     kind

 
Mum: I only want _________ to get a tattoo he can easily cover if necessary.
     him
     me
     us

 
If I had got a tattoo as a teenager I, _________ have had problems with my employers.
     do
     would
     will

 
Luckily, nowadays employers are more tolerant ______________ it will probably not be a problem for him.
     so that
     however
     because of
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Language in Use - Tattoos

 
Tattoo artist (to mother and son): Help _________ to the catalogue with my designs behind you!
     by
     your
     yourselves

 
It does hurt quite a lot, _________ it?
     don't
     does it
     doesn't 

 
Yes, it probably hurts _________ I will be very gentle.
     so that
     although
     because of

 
After that, I _________ a small bird and Mum was ok with that.
Insert the right form of the verb "choose"
 

 
We agreed that tomorrow the tattoo artist _________ a tattoo on my ankle.
Insert the right form of "do"
 

 
I am so _________ for tomorrow!
     exciting
     excitedly
     excited

 
But Mum...you are coming with me _________ you?
     aren't
     isn't
     haven't

 
I have my little bird now for three weeks and so far, I have not ______________ it!
Fill in the right form of "regret"
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